Introduction
The time-averaged alongshore bottom stress ru• plays a crucial role in the dynamics of mean alongshore currents in the nearshore. A commonly used stress formulation is Thornton, 1993] . In this case, the weak-current assumption likely was violated more severely than the cases with weaker V-max considered by Thornton and Guza [1986] . These differences suggest that the weak-current linearized parameterization (5) is inaccurate. Although weak currents and small angles are not assumed in ED80 and TG86, the mean cross-shore current and directional spreading of waves are neglected, introducing errors that are not understood well. Wright and Thompson [1983] investigated the accuracy of the linearized parameterization in the special case of an isotropic (a•, -av -ar/x/•), uncorrelated Gaussian fluctuating velocity field, where
with the probability density function
P(u',v')-2•ra2• exp -•--•a2• + ) ß
Although < Ilv > is a function of two parameters, • and aT, the ratio < Ilv is a function of only Ivl/r. Integrating (10) numerically, Wright and Thompson [1983] showed that for 0 < Ivl/r <_ < lal.>/rv is relatively constant and varies by 23% from its weak-current value of 0.75x/• = 1.33. Note that the small-angle random wave weak-current limit is 0.798. Wright and Thompson [1983] showed that the ratio < lair >/aT* for an isotropic, uncorrelated Gaussian velocity field is represented well ( (Table 3 ). This is reflected in the increased bias in the ratio of the observed to parameterized < Ilv > for small Ivl/ar (compare Figure 8b with Figure 8a) . However, the best fit slope is 1.05, the skill is high (r 2 = 0.99), and the bias and scatter are no larger than the more complicated parameterizations in Figures 7b-7d . Owing to the limited range of both a (Table 3) , a best fit constant a = 1.16 (that is within the range of weak-current derived ct in Table 3) can be used in WT83 (11) 
